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Abstract

In the conducted study, it was aimed to determine the impacts of Society 5.0 on digital transformation in organizations in human technology integration. For this purpose, answers were sought to the questions of changing positions of people in line with changing business conditions, functions of people in the digital world, changing roles of management and managers, expectations of society from managers, how to establish a balance in organizations in the process of technological integration and change. In this research, which was structured in the “phenomenology” pattern within the framework of basic qualitative research, the study group was determined by using the “convenience sampling” method. In this context, the study group of the research consisted of 50 undergraduate students studying at Hatay Mustafa Kemal University, Faculty of Education. As a data collection tool, a semi-structured interview form consisting of five questions was used by the researchers. The data obtained were analysed using the “inductive thematic analysis” method utilize in the analysis of qualitative research. In line with the findings; it is among the results that technology affects people’s positions at work, advanced technology products limit people’s functions in society, Society 5.0 creates a need for transformation in the roles of managers, social expectations from managers change in the process of Society 5.0, and organizational balance is crucial for the digital transformation process.
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INTRODUCTION

Considering the history of humanity, technological developments and changes have created significant breaking points. From this point of view, technology is considered as a dominant concept that is the driving force in exchange for every period of human history. Society 5.0, which is expressed as the transformation of technology in the human-society dimension, is based on the realization of technological integration by creating harmony and balance between human and technology.

As of today, 66.6% of the world’s population uses mobile phones, 59.5% uses the internet and 53.6% uses social media (We Are Social, 2021). As of the situation from the perspective of Turkey, 79% of people between the ages of 16-74 use the internet; considering internet access from home, it is revealed that the rate is determined as 90.7% (TÜİK, 2020). When considered in the context of these rates, it becomes almost impossible to avoid the effects of technological change and transformation. Therefore, within Society 5.0, it becomes important to be able to analyse the effects of the changing social structure and to be prepared for transformation processes in every field. Being one of these areas, education and educational organizations, are directly affected by the digital transformation process that took place with Society 5.0. Thus, educational approaches and educational institutions are being reshaped with the effect of technology. (Sudibjo et al., 2019). In this process, issues such as raising individuals who are creative, have knowledge of information and communication technologies, are digitally literate and adopting a lifelong learning approach gain importance (Keidanren, 2016; Teichert, 2019). Therefore, determining the change effect of technology in educational organizations, which have an important place in raising individuals equipped with the skills that societies will need in the future, in Society 5.0, or in other words “super-smart societies”, is considered important in preparing organizations for the future so that organizations can survive. In this context, it is aimed to determine the effects of Society 5.0 in human technology integration and digital transformation in the management of educational organizations. In accordance with this purpose; In the research, answers were sought to the questions of changing business lives with digitalization, functions of people in the digital world, changing roles of managers, expectations of society from managers, technological integration, and how organizational balance can be established in the process of change in educational organizations.

Society 5.0

Societies have developed at various stages in the historical process, as shown in Figure 1. Considering these stages, the period in the hunter-gatherer period is Society 1.0; Society based on agricultural production. Society 2.0: Industry-based society with the Industrial Revolution Society 3.0; The knowledge-based society that has emerged with the developments in globalization and information and communication technologies has been expressed as Society 4.0. Society 5.0, which emerged in Japan, is expressed as super-intelligent societies with human-technology interaction, built on the foundations of Society 4.0 and where the effect of technology facilitating human life is at the forefront (Arı, 2021; Fukuyama, 2018; Harayama 2017; Keidanren, 2016; Wang et al., 2018).

Figure 1. Social changes (Obtained from: Keidanren, 2018 http://www.keidanren.or.jp/en/ )
Society 5.0 aims to integrate technological developments with society, to reduce concerns about the negative effects of technology and to create societies where technology can be effective. In Table 1, the focal points between Industry 4.0 and Society 5.0 have been expressed. In Industry 4.0, the social structure is more reciprocated as an “information society”, while in Society 5.0, the social structure finds its response as “super smart societies” (Akben & Avşar, 2018; Deguchi et al., 2020; Okan Gökten, 2018; Salgues, 2018). While Industry 4.0 positions technology as an element that increases production with the frequent use of automation systems, Society 5.0 places people at the centre of technological change and innovations (Costa, 2018; Fukuyama, 2018; Prasetyo & Arman, 2017).

### Tablo 1. Industry 4.0 and Society 5.0 (Deguchi et al., 2020)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry 4.0 (Germany)</th>
<th>Society 5.0 (Japan)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time</strong></td>
<td>End of 20th century</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Society</strong></td>
<td>Information Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Objectives, scope</strong></td>
<td>Smart factories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Key phrases</strong></td>
<td>Cyber-physical systems (CPS) Internet of Things (IoT) Mass customization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Society 5.0, social needs in different fields are met with advanced technology products such as artificial intelligence (Saracel & Aksoy; Skobelev & Borovik, 2017). In addition, it is also prioritized to increase the quality of life by increasing the welfare and happiness levels of societies with technology-human integration (Serpa & Ferreira, 2018).

![Figure 2. The Society 5.0 – A Fusion of All Industry and IT (Keıdanren, 2016)](image-url)

Figure 2 indicates the sectors and digital technologies that will be transformed by Society 5.0. There does not seem to be an area that can be excluded from the transformation effect brought by Society 5.0, which is almost unaffected in society. Each field is interconnected and the change in each field affects the social structure of society. When evaluated on the basis of areas, Society 5.0 appears with different transformation requirements according to areas. Educational institutions, which appear
as one of these areas, are also one of the areas that will transform with Society 5.0. Therefore, the
digital transformation of educational institutions and their ability to develop vision which is called the
digital age continue to be increasingly important today.

**Society 5.0 and Digital Transformation in the Management of Educational Organizations**

Looking into literature, the concept of digital transformation is frequently used with the
concepts of digitalization (digitization) and digitization (digitalization), however, these two concepts,
which are thought to have the same meaning, have a semantic difference in terms of different levels of
digital technology use (Gong & Ribiere, 2021).

Digital transformation has been defined as increasing the use of digital technologies in order
to increase the efficiency of organizations, provide organizational agility, and increase the
performance of employees (Henriette et al., 2015). In addition, digital transformation transforms
business forms and organizational structures (Berghaus & Back, 2016). Digital transformation has
brought radical changes in business and social life (Pflaum & Golzer, 2018). From this point of view,
digital transformation is defined as organizational change in a sense. Organizational change takes
place in areas such as knowledge management, use of technology, and the interaction of the
organization with its internal and external environment (Mazurek, 2019). With the strategies
determined to realize the organizational change process, organizations can quickly adapt to changes
(Gohil & Deshpande, 2014). Therefore, the digital processes that come with Society 5.0 not only
affect the society but also change the organizational structures. In particular, the effects of
 globalization and the developments in information and communication technologies have laid the
foundation for the development of digital processes. In the following processes, with the Industry 4.0
period, the transition to cyber-physical systems that carry the physical world to the virtual world has
begun and the digital transformation effect has started to be felt clearly (Yankın, 2019). It is to such an
extent that digital transformation has been evaluated as an important factor for the survival of
organizations when the literature is analysed (Schreckling & Steiger, 2017). It can be seen that
education, which is the catalyst of the transformation process, takes place in a transformation at
important breaking points affecting the society. From the period of Society 1.0 to the period of Society
5.0, from the period of Industry 1.0 to the period of Industry 4.0, education has been in a
transformation from Education 1.0 to Education 4.0, and today it is moving towards a transformation
from Society 5.0 to Education 5.0 (Uğurlu Eren, 2020). In this context, the competence areas of
education administrators have also been changing time to time.

**Figure 3. Digital Competence Area (Obtained from Carretero, Vuorikari & Punie, 2017)**

When Figure 3 is analysed, digital competence areas are discussed under five headings
according to Carretero, Vuorikari and Punie (2017). The first topic was information and data literacy.
The second title included creating digital content, the third title was communication and collaboration, the fourth title was providing security in digital environments, and the fifth was problem solving competencies (Carretero et al., 2017). When these competence areas are analysed, school administrators should be able to acquire the skills in these competence areas in order to achieve digital transformation. According to Al-Harthi (2017), technological equipment and having digital competencies are among the most important competencies expected from school administrators.

**METHODOLOGY**

**Research Design**

In this research, which was structured with the basic qualitative research method, the “phenomenology” pattern was used. Qualitative research is defined as research in which data are obtained through qualitative data collection processes such as observation, interview or document analysis in the natural flow of perceptions and events (Yıldırım & Şimşek, 2011). In the phenomenology design, the focus of the research is to reveal the perceptions and thoughts about the phenomenon in detail (Groenewald, 2004). Thus, with the phenomenology design, the experiences of the participants regarding the phenomena can be revealed in detail (Annells, 2006; Christensen et al., 2015). With Society 5.0, it is aimed to reveal the thoughts on digital transformation in educational organizations.

**Study Group**

The study group was determined by using the “convenience sampling” method. In this context, the study group of the research consisted of 50 undergraduate students studying at Hatay Mustafa Kemal University Faculty of Education in the 2020-2021 academic year. The data related to the study group are given in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant Code</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Participant Code</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Participant Code</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Participant Code</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PT-1</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>PT-15</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>PT-29</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>PT-43</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT-2</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>PT-16</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>PT-30</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>PT-44</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT-3</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>PT-17</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>PT-31</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>PT-45</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT-4</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>PT-18</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>PT-32</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>PT-46</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT-5</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>PT-19</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>PT-33</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>PT-47</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT-6</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>PT-20</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>PT-34</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>PT-48</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT-7</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>PT-21</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>PT-35</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>PT-49</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT-8</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>PT-22</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>PT-36</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>PT-50</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT-9</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>PT-23</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>PT-37</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT-10</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>PT-24</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>PT-38</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT-11</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>PT-25</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>PT-39</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT-12</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>PT-26</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>PT-40</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT-13</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>PT-27</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>PT-41</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT-14</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>PT-28</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>PT-42</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2. Demographic Information of Participants**

**Data Collection Tool and Data Collection Process**

A semi-structured interview form consisting of five open-ended questions was used as a data collection tool in the research. The questions prepared in line with the purpose of the research were evaluated by two field and one language experts, and the interview form took its final form in line
with the opinions of field experts. The questions in the semi-structured interview form are listed below:

- How do you think that changing work styles (flexible working, remote working, work from home/Home Office/Home based business-work from home, etc.) will affect people’s work lives with the effects of digitalization?

- Can high technologies (artificial intelligence, robot technologies, intelligent systems, etc.) which are human products limit the functions of people in society?

- In your opinion, what are the expectations from school administrators in the period of Society 5.0?

- In your opinion, what are the changing roles of school administrators in the Society 5.0 period?

- How can organizational balance be achieved in educational organizations in the transformation to human-technology-based societies with Society 5.0?

Data were collected during extracurricular times via “Google Docs” on a voluntary basis with the teacher candidates who were in the study group. The data in text form were combined into a single file and a 104 page data file was obtained in line with the responses.

**Data Analysis**

Data were analysed by using the “inductive thematic analysis” method. Thematic analysis, which is a method used to define and analyse the themes of the obtained data, is a data strategy that allows the data to be explained at the smallest level (Braun & Clarke, 2006). In this context, data analysis was carried out in six stages (Braun & Clarke, 2006). These stages are given in Figure 4.

![Figure 4. Stages Followed in the Data Analysis Process](image_url)

In accordance with the analysis stages in Figure 4, the text files obtained from the interview forms at the beginning of the analysis process were coded separately for each teacher candidate by the researchers. The coding structured as “PT-G/2” format, including the pre-service teacher (PT), interview order and gender (G). The data were read by the researchers in the first stage. Thus, it was ensured that the researchers became familiar with the data. In the second stage, the first coding was revealed in line with the data. After the codes were obtained, the categories and themes related to the codes were determined in the third stage. The categories and themes obtained in the fourth stage were
reviewed and the codes, categories and themes obtained were reviewed in terms of suitability. The determined codes, categories and themes were checked again by two researchers. The themes obtained in the fifth stage were named, and after the themes were finalized, in the final and sixth stage, the reporting of the data, was started. In reporting, codes, categories and themes were visualized and revealed. Frequency values of codes are also included in these images. The views of the pre-service teachers are also included in direct quotations. The reliability rate of the research was calculated as 89.2% by using the formula “Percent of Consensus = Consensus / (Agreement + Disagreement) x 100” put forward by Miles and Huberman (1994). Miles and Huberman (1994) agree that the reliability rate calculated over 80% is sufficient; Yıldırım and Şimşek (2016) accept a reliability rate of 70% and above as sufficient. In this context, it is seen that the reliability ratio obtained meets the reliability condition.

FINDINGS

Findings on the Impacts of Digitalization on Business Life

“How do you think the changing work styles (flexible working, remote working, work from home/Home Office/Home-based business-work from home, etc.) will affect people’s work lives?” was asked to prospective teachers in order to reveal the effects of digitalization on business life. Information on the categories, codes and frequency values of the codes obtained as a result of the analysis made in line with the answers they gave to the question is given in Figure 5.

![Figure 5. Opinions of Teacher Candidates on the Subject of Work Life](image)

When Figure 5 is analysed, it is seen that the opinions of the pre-service teachers were evaluated under the theme of “Work Life” and this theme consisted of two categories as positive and negative impact. When the codes in the Positive Impact category are examined, these codes are “reducing time losses (f=24)”, “saving resources (f=19)”, “increasing working efficiency (f=17)”, “flexible working (f=16)”. It has been stated that the most expressed positive effect of digitalization on business life is to reduce time losses. PT-M/3 thinks of this code as “…people avoid the loss of time they would experience especially in transportation with the ease brought by digitalization.”. PT-W/2’s opinion on other codes is “For employees, there is less time lost in traffic and therefore less stress. If the process can be managed correctly, productivity increase and resource savings can be achieved”. PT-W/37 thinks “They will be able to do their work from where they are without the need to go to the workplace by trying to have the features that can use technology well. They can adopt a more flexible working method in their work”. PT-M/40 “…first of all, since the employees will not come to work, they will not have road problems. Employees are sleep deprived since they get up very early in the pre-road preparation phase, and most of the time, the person cannot meet their basic needs such as eating and taking a shower in a short time. This situation adversely affects the working
performance. With business forms such as remote working, employees get a chance to sleep a little longer and start the shift rested, so they are not road tired. We can say that this situation actually reduces work-related excuses (my child got sick, there was an accident on the road, I was very sick, I was late, there was traffic, etc.). At the same time, it is one of the advantageous situations for managers, and it also reduces the in-office costs caused by employees (tea, coffee, electricity, water, food, etc.).

When we look at the codes in the negative impact category, “inability to focus (f=13)”, “loss of motivation (f=11)”, “poor performance (f=11)”, “inefficient work (9)”, decreased communication (f=7”), “antisocialization (f=5)”, “untimely working (f=4)”, “increased workload (f=2)”, “mixing of work and private life (f=2)”. Regarding the code of not being able to focus, PT-M/23 “... distraction may occur after a certain period of time with the comfort of being at home in works carried out on the internet and in computer environment. In this case, serious problems may occur in focusing...” When we look at the exemplary opinions about the other codes, PT-W/43 “On the other hand, the state of being social, which is the characteristic of human existence, will also weaken. Because people need socialization. Socialization will decrease as robots start working everywhere. The gathering of people will decrease.”; PT-M/40 “...I think that people are not sufficiently motivated in their remote processes.”; PT-M/36 “...the fact that technology has changed business structures has negatively affected people. The reason is that the home environment accustoms people to comfort.”; PT-W/17 “... changing work conditions and working styles such as flexible working and remote working have increased the comfort level of people. Since there are no collective working areas, people’s motivation may be lost. Due to this, work efficiency may decrease and productivity may decrease.”.

Findings Obtained on Human Functions in the Digital World

In order to determine the limiting effect of the digital world on people’s functions, the categories, codes and information on the frequency values of the codes obtained as a result of the analysis given in line with the answers to the question "Can human-made high technologies (artificial intelligence, robotic technologies, intelligent systems, etc.) limit the functions of people in society?" are included in Figure 6.

![Figure 6. Teacher Candidates Views on Functions Theme](image)

When Figure 6 is examined, it is seen that the theme of "Functions" consists of one category, the limiting effect.

The codes formed in the limiting effect category were "feeling of inadequacy(f=24)"", "machine/robot preference instead of manpower (f=22)"", "compliance problem (f=16)"", "digital fatigue (f=11)" and "inequality of opportunity (f=6)”. When looking at the exemplary opinions regarding the code of inadequacy, PT-M/27 “... High technologies that are human products can limit people’s function in society. The reason is that machines can do much more in a short time than humans can. In this case, people may have difficulty competing with machines and may not consider themselves sufficient to do business” while PT-W/29 expressed her opinion on machine/robot
preference code instead of manpower as "... Technological products in all areas actually reduce the need for people. The use of machines that are faster than humans, tireless machines, can at some point cause people to no longer be needed in some business areas.". PT-W/33 said that her idea was "... Our attempt at the age of digital transformation has been so rapid and radical that we have no opportunity to see what is facing extinction in society. For example, while buses used to have assistants collecting bus fares, now public transport cards, which we call kentkart, have replaced assistants by improving their infrastructure. In this regard, we can say that digital developments limit human function."

Findings on the Changing Roles of Managers in Society 5.0 Period

In order to determine the changing managerial roles in the Society 5.0 period, the categories, codes and information on the frequency values of the codes obtained as a result of the analysis made in line with the answers given to the question "What are the changing roles of managers in the Society 5.0 period in your opinion?" are included in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Teacher Candidates’ Views on The Changing Roles of Managers

When Figure 7 is analysed, three categories are created under the theme of "Changing Roles of Managers"; organizational person size, organizational development dimension and organizational decision size.

The codes generated in the organization-person size category were "strong communication (f=19)", "interaction (f=15)", "expanding networks (f=7)". PT-M/2 "... managers should keep communication as high as possible in working environments where the effects of technology are felt very highly. Because I think that communication is an indispensable competence due to the social structure of the person, no matter where the technology comes from."

The codes generated in the development dimension category were "digital team leadership (f=14)", "ensuring digital security (f=13)", "building digital teams (f=12)", “visionary gaze (f=9)”, “mentoring (f=10)” , “agility (f=6)”. Regarding the digital team leadership code, PT-W/49 expressed his as opinion "... In the age of digital transformation, having a certain knowledge is not considered sufficient. Therefore, administrators should also be able to be leaders in online environments...". Regarding mentoring, PT-W/11 "... in organizations where technology is used intensively, managers should be able to guide their employees on issues such as motivation, compliance, and information provision..." she has expressed his opinion. Regarding the code for ensuring digital security, PT-W/10 "... The biggest problem in digital environment is software hackers and malicious spies. It will be up to the managers to prevent this." PT-M/31 expressed as his opinion "... People living in a society with a
community 5.0 model will expect senior executive skills and functions from their managers. Because the use of technology, artificial intelligence and digitalization in all areas of life with human intelligence and capabilities will also make it difficult to manage society and organizational structures in society. With the increase of digitalization, security risks and privacy issues will increase even more. Managers are expected to find solutions to these problems...

It was observed that the codes formed in organizational decision size were "flexibility (f=12)", "risk analysis (f=9)". PT-W/12 "... managers do not act with strict stereotypes when performing their duties in such a rapid change process, and they can succeed if they can be flexible in carrying out changes..."

Findings on Society’s Expectations from Managers in The Period 5.0

In order to determine the expectations of the society from the managers in the period of Society 5.0, the teacher candidates were asked the question "What are the expectations of the society from the managers in the period of Society 5.0?".

When Figure 8 is analysed, it is seen that the theme of "Expectations from Managers" consists of four categories: personal characteristics, management processes, digital competencies and interpersonal connections.

It was observed that the codes formed in the personal characteristics category were "critical thinking (f=11)", "questioning thinking (f=9)", "openness to change (f=7)". Regarding the code of openness to change, was the idea of PT-W/14 "... especially the effect of managers in such periods is even more pronounced. Therefore, innovative managers with developed mindsets enable their institutions to adapt faster in technological transformations..."

It was observed that the codes formed in the management processes category were "quick decision-making (f=17)", "taking initiative (f=14)", "joint decision (f=12)", "information flow (f=10)", "online behavior management (f=6)".

The codes formed in the digital competencies category were "digital literacy (f=21)", "data sharing (f=19)", "artificial intelligence (f=17)". Regarding the digital literacy code, PT-M/5 "Human-technology should gain the digital literacy skills of individuals in the transition to societies." PT-W/18 is "... the competence of administrators in artificial intelligence, data storage, data delivery is very important for management forces..."
The codes generated in the interpersonal connection category were found to be "accessibility (f=27)", "communication (f=18)", "online collaboration (f=15)", "conciliatory (f=11)". The idea of PT-W/45 "... I think it is even more important in digital environments to communicate, to reach the person we want at any time..."

Findings on Achieving Organizational Balance in Transformation with Society 5.0

In order to reveal the requirements for achieving organizational balance in the social transformation with Society 5.0, the categories, codes and information on the frequency values of the codes obtained as a result of the analysis given in line with the answers given to the question "How can organizational balance be achieved in the transformation of society 5.0 to human-technology-based societies?" are included in Figure 9.

![Figure 9. Teacher Candidates Views on Organizational Balance Theme](image)

When Figure 9 is analysed, it is seen that the theme of "Organizational Balance" consists of two categories; organizational change and organizational development.

It was observed that the codes formed in the category of organizational change were "solution to barriers to resistance to change (f=19)", "openness to change (f=15)", "organizational agility (f=11)", "social expectations (f=5)". PT-W/6 considers the code of openness and social expectations for change "... First of all, in order to achieve organizational balance, people need to follow innovations and know how to use technology. Therefore, it may be beneficial for managers to meet the needs of the society and to show flexibility when necessary in order to achieve organizational balance..."; PT-M/44 thought "... people and technology interact in a unique way. In this context, it is critical to achieve an organizational balance between human and technology. In order to maintain organizational balance, it is of capital importance that societies keep up with change and technological developments. Since if you resist or cannot keep up with the changes, the balance may be disturbed.". In addition, PT-W/7 "... People need to be open to change in technology in order to achieve organizational balance. People who are away from technological developments can disturb the organizational balance between technology and man...".

The codes formed in the category of organizational development were "improving leadership skills (f=24)", "interpersonal cohesion (f=18)", "increasing employee quality (f=14)", "creating a conciliatory culture (f=11)". Regarding the improving leadership skills PT-M/35 "...I think leadership behaviors are very important in environments where change is necessary and rapid. For this reason, the efforts of leaders to ensure harmony between technology and people will need leadership skills in the digital environment.", and regarding the increasing employee PT-W/11 "...I think that being able to follow technology is necessary for every employee. Because technology competence provides professional development.".
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In line with the rapid developments in information communication technologies, the question of how the management of educational organizations open to the impact of these developments should change comes to the fore. Managers who can successfully adapt to digital processes will ensure the continuity of organizations. It is known that technological developments have established the basis for radical changes in societies. Today, with the Covid-19 global pandemic, radical changes in education have occurred, and in 2020, education was completely digital in most countries. With this effect in 2020, it is predicted that digitalization in education will become more widespread and concepts such as remote working, artificial intelligence, cloud computing, internet of things will be more central in education. Since managers are in a position to form the starting point for digital transformation in education, it is important that they are aware of the roles they will take on, that they can analyse community expectations and develop a strategy to effectively carry out management processes. When the results are evaluated in line with the findings obtained from the study, it is possible that there is a multifaceted impact on society, including in business life, with human technology integration, society 5.0 increasing the prevalence of technology.

Granrath (2017) is community 5.0 has changed many areas while Puncreobutr (2016) has stated that people’s work and social lives have also changed during the transformation process. Especially in open systems, environmental and organizational interaction continues (Sabuncuoglu & Tüz, 2016). Schools with open systems are also directly affected by the changes brought about by digital transformation.

With digital transformation, business lives are changing and concepts such as working from home come to the fore. Due to the global pandemic affecting the whole world, working remotely from home has been the way it works for all organizations, especially in 2020 (ILO, 2020). In the researches, working remotely from home was among the thoughts expressed as having positive and negative effects (Acar & Acar, 2019). Positive aspects include cost reduction, saving time, increasing motivation, being able to spend more time with families (Akça & Tepe Kıcükoglu; Aydın Göktepe, 2020; Kavi & Koçak, 2010); negative aspects include loneliness, inability to socialize, destabilization of work and home life, the emergence of technical problems, stress (Akça & Tepe Kıcükoglu, 2020). Similarly, the results obtained from the research revealed the positive and negative effects of Society 5.0 on the way they work. According to these results, it has been concluded that changing business conditions with technological developments in business life with Society 5.0 can negatively affect people as well as positively. When looking at the positive effects, the effects such as the possibility of flexible working and the saving of time and resources spent going to work were expressed as a priority. When negative effects were evaluated, negative effects such as inability to focus, reducing motivation, and mixing work and private living space were among the priority outcomes of technology and business integration.

Digital transformation is not limited to mechanical structures, and it is necessary to consider that digital transformation has social effects with information sharing and collaborative approach in order to be successful in terms of adapting to digital processes (Gözüküçük, 2020; Stolterman & Fors, 2004). Similarly, Frankiewicz and Chamorro-Premuzic (2020) emphasized that human beings are at the heart of digital transformation. In this respect, the level of development of people is more important than the level of mechanical development in the digital transformation process.

Another conclusion from the research was that it was thought that high technologies could limit people’s function by reducing the need for people. With the integration of new technologies into institutions, the formation of digital teams has been an issue that has been raised for institutions (Chutnik & Grzesik, 2009; Parker, 2007). Digital teams enable the use of team members’ information communication technologies through digital tools without being bound by certain limits (Peters & Manz, 2007). The ability of managers to manage digital teams positively or negatively affects the output of organizations. Therefore, it can be said that the ability of managers to manage these teams correctly is related to the managerial effectiveness of the managers. Berry says (2011) the managerial
success or failure of digital teams has been attributed to poor leadership qualifications of managers. In this context, it is possible to say that managerial effectiveness and managers’ digital leadership competencies are important in digital environments. Similarly, the ability to build digital teams, as obtained in the research, was among the prominent roles of managers in the Society 5.0 period. When looking at other roles, roles such as expanding networks, enabling interaction, digital team leadership, and ensuring digital security have come to the fore. Information obtained through each device used in digital media is stored (Doğan & Arslantekin, 2016). Therefore, we face the question of securing both personal and organization data in digital environments. As stated in the Ministry of National Education 2023 Vision Document, it is planned to move to a data-based management system in schools (MEB, 2018). Therefore, since the prevalence of digital media brought about by digital transformation brings with it digital risks, ensuring digital security in environments where management processes are data-based is seen as one of the important areas of responsibility of managers.

Although it is seen that expectations differ with digital transformation when looking at the expectations of the society from managers, these expectations include digital literacy, data sharing, taking initiative, accessibility, online collaboration, online behavior management, and providing critical and questioning thinking competence. Technology size has been one of the focuses of school administrators’ management processes (Anderson & Dexter, 2005). In this respect, technological developments and changes also alter the roles and responsibilities of school leaders. This idea was supported by the results of the research.

In order for organizations to adapt to these changes in the process of rapid change and therefore to maintain organizational balance, it has been concluded that it is important to create an agile organizational structure, to create a conciliatory culture, to increase leadership skills, to eliminate barriers of resistance to change. Frankiewicz and ChamorroPremuzic (2020) have demonstrated that the process of change must start from managers. In this respect, the importance of the role of managers in the process is undeniable. Deshpande (2018) has demonstrated that the adoption of new technologies is not considered important enough among the obstacles that exist in the realization of digital transformation. Adapting to change is especially important in critical institutions that affect long-term outcomes such as education and community development. With the adaptation to change and the reduction of the effects of entropy in organizational structures, the existence of a threatening effect for the balance of the organization will be eliminated. As stated by Sackmann, Eggenhofer-Rehart and Friesl (2009), it is seen as important for organizations to adapt to change by identifying their needs for change.

Suggestions

In the context of the results reached by the research, the following recommendations can be presented;

- In educational institutions where the effects of technology are felt at a high level, managers have a high level of responsibility to coordinate processes. Therefore, managers should increase the capacity of their employees to adapt to change. In these processes, managers should be in an easily accessible position by all employees.

- Digital literacy is among the basic competencies in the digital world. Therefore, since digital literacy is seen as a critical starting point for the start of the digital transformation process, managers should be able to bring their digital literacy qualifications to the desired level. Then, managers should pay attention to increasing the digital literacy competence of all stakeholders by influencing their institutions.

- Managers’ level of competence should be increased in digital leadership, the ability to build and manage digital teams, and online behavior management.
• In the process of digital transformation, it is important that managers prevent elements that can have devastating effects for organizational balance in order to prevent entropy in organizations. Therefore, managers should also actively adopt management processes in digital processes.

• Managers should enable employees in all decision-making processes.

• The social effects of digital transformation should be analysed and necessary developer or remedial measures should be taken by the administrators in order to resolve these effects.
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